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Name____________________________

Book start date__________________

TITLE OF BOOK

AUTHOR

WHAT IS TOPIC OF THIS BOOK?

Think of 3 questions that you hope will be answered in this book?

1. ___________________________

2. ___________________________

3. ___________________________

Check These Words Out! Find 5 words that are new to you.

________ pg __________ pg

________ pg __________ pg

________ pg __________ pg

Remember Readers!!!!

Non-Fiction is filled with:

- Captions: Sentence under a picture to explain.
- Charts/tables: Organized method to display data.
- Headings: Topics at the beginning of chapters and/or sections in a book.
- Diagrams: Pictures that help explain ideas in books.

NEVER SKIP THEM IN YOUR BOOK!

Ask the Author

1. How________________________?

2. If__________________________?

3. Why________________________?

4. What________________________?

The Great Informer

Fact ____________________________ Page

Fact ____________________________ Page

Fact ____________________________ Page

Fact ____________________________ Page

Fact ____________________________ Page